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Rapidmix is a fully mobile, high 
capacity continuous mixing 
plant for semi-dry mixes. Offering 
outputs of either 400 or 600 tons 
per hour, Rapidmix is ideal for 
roller compacted concrete, 
recycled asphalt paving, and 
soil stabilization.

MOBILE CONTINUOUS 
MIXING SOLUTIONS FOR 
EVERY APPLICATION



MATERIALS & APPLICATIONS

RAILROAD LOADING PADS

LOGISTICS CENTERS

PORT TERMINALS

DISTRIBUTION CENTERS

MANUFACTURING PLANTS

ROADWAYS

PARKING FACILITIES

INDUSTRIAL PARKS

EROSION CONTROL

PLANNED COMMUNITIES

DAMS & RESERVOIRS

TRANSPORT YARDS

LOGGING ROADS

ASH POND REMEDIATION

AIRPORT RUNWAYS

MIXING
TECHNOLOGY

YOU CAN
DEPEND ON

ROLLER COMPACTED 
CONCRETE (RCC)

CEMENT-TREATED 
BASE (CTB)

BENTONITE 
ENRICHED SOILS

STABILIZED 
SUBGRADE SOILS

SOIL CEMENT 
CONSTRUCTION



MIXING TECHNOLOGY

Rapidmix is the culmination of 20 years research and development and delivers the most 

accurate, reliable, and powerful mobile continuous mixing technology to a wide range 

of contractors worldwide. Producing up to 600 tons of material per hour, Rapidmix delivers 

speed and cost efficiency. Fully mobile and self-contained, Rapidmix travels from site to 

site with ease. Offering full weighing of all materials, Rapidmix provides accuracy and 

accountability you can depend on.

VOLUMETRIC MEASUREMENT

}				Materials flow continuously and are measured by volume 
using a calibrated rotary valve, calibrated fixed gate 
opening, or a combination of the two

}		Predetermined volume of each ingredient is obtained in a 
designated time interval

}		Requires the proper relationship among ingredients to be 
maintained through calibration of speed and volume for a 
smooth continuous release of materials

}		Batch control system keeps record of materials mixed	

CONTINUOUS WEIGH

}		Aggregates are continuously weighed via weigh belt from the 
hopper to the mixing chamber

}		Material from the silo collects in weigh hoppers before 
discharging into the mixing chamber for an accurately 
weighed and mixed final product

}		Calibrated scales paired with an automated plant control 
system provide 100% traceability and compliance with quality 
requirements

}		Batch computers hold a record of what has been weighed, 
ensuring confirmation of the volume dispensed

VOLUMETRIC MEASUREMENT VS. CONTINUOUS WEIGH



CEMENT/BINDER SILO
}				Capable of storing 44 tons cement/binder material
}		Shut off slide plate closes silo, allowing maintenance to the hopper below
}		Fully galvanized folding access ladder with safety cage
}			Access hatch
}			24m2 reverse jet fan assisted filter
}	Pressure relief valve
}		Storage vessel for receiving cement/binder material from road tankers
}		Level probes control and monitor silo filling and emptying
}		Volumetric plant fitted with a large rotary valve capable of up to 66 tons per hour
}		Weighed plant fitted with dual rotary valves and load cell suspended screw conveyors

AGGREGATE HOPPER WITH VARIABLE SPEED BELT FEEDER
}	Hopper receives the aggregates into the plant from a standard loading shovel
}			Capacity of 15.6 yds3 and loading width of 14ft 2.5in
}		Hopper can be loaded from either side of the machine
}		Steep sides for difficult materials (end slopes of 60°)
}		Removable division plate allows two materials to be used
}		Adjustable level gates enable the material height on the conveyor belt to be varied
}		Belt feeder provides feed from the hopper to the mixer
}		Belt width is 4ft and a heavy duty 3-ply belt is fitted
}		Weighed plant fitted with additional weigh belt

TWIN SHAFT CONTINUOUS MIXER
}	72 specially phased paddles for high velocity, aggressive mixing action
}			All mixing tools are manufactured using chill cast, hard wearing steel paddles
}			Total access to the mixer via the top and the sides for cleaning and maintenance
}			Dual spray bars for water dosing
}			Floor conveyor for mixer clean-out

OUTLOADING CONVEYOR
}	Transports the mixed material from the mixing chamber to the truck
}			Fitted with gob hopper allowing truck changeover and preventing filling segregation
}		Polyurethane blade belt cleaner scraper mounted on the face of the head drum
}		Rubber lagged motorised drive drum

PLANT CONTROL SYSTEM
}	Uses a Siemens S71200 PLC (Windows based PC) to control all plant functions
}	Uses an Allen Bradley Micrologix Processor to control plant functions via a touchscreen 
}	Push buttons and selectors activate genset, compressor, etc.
}	15in touchscreen HMI interface is used for operator inputs and display of all parameters
}			Storage of up to 50 mix recipes
}	  Cement stock and usage are stored in memory and may be displayed or printed out
}	Printer records batches produced; a detailed printout is given after each batch
} Alarm messages display on HMI and a printout is given of the fault, date, and time

GEN SET UNIT
}	Provides electrical power for all machine functions
}	Powered by a six cylinder turbocharged diesel engine
}	Heavy duty steer skid type base frame
}	Electric starting system
}	Automatic engine shutdown protection equipment
}	Onboard 100 gallon fuel tank

FEATURES
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PROJECTS

FEATURED PROJECT: 

C-44 RESERVOIR
300,000 cubic yards of soil cement is being used to construct a 3,400 
acre reservoir in Indiantown, Florida. The reservoir is part of the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers’ Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan. 
When complete, the C-44 Reservoir and Stormwater Treatment Area 
will capture runoff from the local basin and cleanse it through a settling 
process before being released into the C-44 canal and into the St. Lucie 
Estuary on Florida’s east coast.

Two Rapidmix mobile continuous mixing plants are producing the soil 
cement mixture used to line the reservoir’s 9.2 miles of 30 foot high 
earthen embankment. Paired with six portable storage pigs, two 
portable radial stacking conveyors, and a surge bin, the two plants 
continuously produce and discharge 800 tons of material per hour.

Fast setup, self-contained power, and easy transport - as well as speed 
and cost efficiency - make Rapidmix a wise choice for C-44 Reservoir’s 
remote location with limited resources.    

Visit RapidmixPugmills.com to see our line-up of Rapidmix continuous 
mixing plants or call (561) 400-3204.

LAKEWOOD RANCH COMMUNITY 

TEXAS HIGHWAY US 83

I-285 GEORGIA DOT

FORT CARSON ARMY BASE

USACE EQUIPMENT FACILITY

VOGTLE ELECTRIC PARKING LOT

HONDA MANUFACTURING PLANT

PENSACOLA REGIONAL AIRPORT

PORT OF HOUSTON TERMINAL

PORT OF LONG BEACH EXPANSION

BIG. SMALL.
BUILD IT ALL.



TRUSTED BY
TOP CONTRACTORS

Precise & Detailed
CONTINUOUS WEIGHING

Rapid provides us with the build and design quality we 

demand. They had prior experience of the relatively 

new process we wanted to establish and were flexible 

in accommodating design changes. Record-keeping is 

automated, precise, and detailed. We have the ability to 

prove the quantities and ratios of binders added into the mix.

Support & Training
AFTER MARKET SERVICES

The support from Rapid International has been excellent, including 

set up and operator training. The plant has performed reliably and 

accurately and we look forward to a long relationship with Rapid.

Excellent Mobility
LOW OPERATING COSTS

The new Rapidmix from Rapid International was the ideal 

choice for our company. The machine offers multiple benefits 

including low operating costs, excellent mobility, and high 

outputs. The high outputs enabled work to be completed 

ahead of the contractor’s schedule.
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EXPLORE LEASE &
RENTAL OPTIONS

(561) 400-3204  |  RapidmixPugmills.com



RWCEquip.com

LEASING & RENTALS BY

RWC Equipment Leasing
8794 W Tradeways Ct
Homosassa, FL 34448

Phone (561) 400-3204
Email Info@RWCEquip.com


